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the introduction, this project will also require you to know and master a few knots, both for practical and decorative purposes. I guess you either know them or be able to get to know them, so I won't be covering them here. There are a lot of great resources about that on the internet. ( I also plan to do individual instructables at these different knots soon) - Half
hitch and top knot (you know them, believe me :)) - Basic rope whipping (keep the threads together, the picture below should be enough) - the narrower knot serves the same purpose as the above. (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constrictor_knot) - Star Knot (makes a wonderfulll pen handle) Best explained here: - Matthew the walker knot (holds as well as the final
knot around the handle) (Sorry, I couldn't find any really clear tutorial to share on this) - a Turk's head if you want to have the end of the note handle. - Any kind of multi-chain node you know and would like to use as a decoration on the handle (crown knot wraps, half hitch cover, various round braids..) Only the first three of the list are really mandatory, if all
you need is a work whip. But it would be sad not to wrap things up in your favorite fashion hubs. See the latest picture to see what goes where. In this video we demonstrate how to make a bullwhip of a 550 cord, referring to this complete tutorial by Nick Whip Shop. Try your hand at creating paracord bullwhip with the trusted 550 WARRIORCord from TITAN
or patented SurvivorCord. You will need at least 300' of SurvivorCord or WarriorCord, 5 1/2' of 3/4 nylon cord such as sinker cord, 10 steel rod with 3/4 diameter, electrical tape, lighter, file or grinding wheels, tape measure, several small bags of BBs, and blemish. Remove the inner threads from the nylon cord. File the ends of the steel rod so they are
rounded and smooth so that it doesn't cut or break the cord of the sinker. Now feed the steel rod in a hollow nylon cord about 2. Keep it in place with electrical tape. The steel rod will make up the whip handle, and the rest of the sinker cord will be the core of the whip itself. Fold the nylon cord in half. Do not turn the handle on the folding of the nylon cord in
half. Measure it as if the pen doesn't exist. Then take a piece of tape and mark the central crease. Open the end of the nylon cord with a pencil or something like that. Feed the BBs in the nylon cord and work them out until they are filled central mark. This is known as the kicking shot of the whip. This will give your whip weight, giving it more Tie the knot just
above the tape to make sure you fill it only halfway. Once you've made a shot of the boot whip, run your fingers along the nylon cord to make sure there are no places. You want BBs to be on the end. Remove the crane that indicates the central point. Cut 2' piece of paracord and remove the inner threads. Take one of the strands and tie the knot just below
the knot to keep the BBs in place. Wrap the inner strand tightly around the nylon cord, tying several knots along the way, and squeezing it to close so the BBs stay in place. Tie the knot at the end to keep the inner strand in place. Remove the previous knot made with on a hollow nylon cord. Wrap the electrical tape over the inner cord, tied to keep the BBs in
place. Place the metal rod end in the blemish. Start wrapping the electrical tape around the whip, starting at the end of the handle, and working towards the tip leaving the 1' unwrapped. Sing the end of the hollow nylon cord so that it does not wear out. Put the handle back to its original position in the blemish and strengthen the transition from the handle to the
whip, with a few more solid wraps of electrical tape. This completes the whip core. Cut out two 10' sections of the paracord and pull out the inner threads. Find the middle of one of the gutted cords and fold it in half. Slide the center loop to bend over the end of the handle so that you have a cord on each side of the handle. Take the right cord and cross it
through the left cord, pulling the left cord to the right, and the right cord to the left. Slide the cord to the right up to create a loop on the left side. Tap the work on the tip of the handle and put the second ten foot cord through the loop halfway. Tighten the loop back down. This creates four braids, with two strands on each side. To start weaving with the whip,
take the top right cord around the back of the whip and between the two cords on the left side. Then work the same cord over the lower left cord, and retreat to the right. Keep everything tight. Now take the upper left cord around the back of the whip and between the two cords on the right. Then bring the cord over the lower right cord, and retreat to the left.
Start the same process again on the right and continue until you run out of the cord. This will create four braids of the belly whip. Once you run out of the cord keep four braids in place with electrical tape. Take a razor knife and cut out the four remaining strands so they are reduced in length from left to right. A small finish will do. This will create a gradual cone
later. Pull the cords down and place them around the whip so there are no bumps. Take the electric tape and tie it all together until you reach the end of the longest cord. Now wrap the dense layers of electrical tape all over the four tresses of the belly just created, starting with the end of the handle. You want the wraps to be very tight. Once you get to the
point of moving between the handle and the whip, do the wraps back and then again to reinforce it. Continue to work down the whip until you reach the spot you have finished while wrapping the ends in place. The next step is to create an eight-step braid. You'll need two 14' sections of the paracord, one 10' section, and one 5' section. Once your paracord
sections have been cut, remove all internal threads. Starting with one of the 14' sections, find the center and fold it in half. Tie the knot in a cord to mark the center. Repeat with the second 14' strand. These nodes will not be undone, so make them tight. For the 5' section of the cord, fold it in half and then make one end four inches longer than the other. Tie
the knot on a bend. Do the same for the 10' cord section. Next is to attach the cords to the whip to start the weaving process. Take two 14' sections and place the central knots on the back of the whip. You want the cords to be side by side. Bring two left cords to the right and two right cords to the left, creating x on the front of the whip. Slide the cord to the tip
of the handle and press the two cords to the right up to create a loop on the left. Take the 10' section of the paracord and feed it through the loop a few inches and put it on the front. Do the same with 5' sections. Tighten the loop down into the strands. Pull the 5' and 10' sections until they stop at the nodes previously created. Divide the cords so there are four
strands on each side. Take the top right cord around the back of the whip and through the middle of the four cords on the left side, with two cords on each side. Then take the cord on top of the two lower cords and back to the right. Pull the job tightly. Next, take the top most left cord behind the whip and through the middle of the four cords on the right side.
Then work the cord over the top of the two lower cords and back to the left. Repeat this process, alternating sides until you start working out of the 14' sections of the paracord. Once you start working out of the 5' section, lay it flush with the whip and scythe over it. Now you will go between three lines on the right side. When you pass through the cord, pass it
with two cords on top and one cord at the bottom. Things will even happen when you run out of your 10' cord section. Once you run out of your 14' sections of the paracord, spread them around the whip so they flush with it and wrap them with electrical tape. Then wrap the entire whip tightly with another layer of electrical tape. The last layer will be a 12-
strand spit. You'll need two 20' sections of the paracord, one 19' section, one 14' section, one 8' section, and one 5' section, all gutted. The 20' sections are folded evenly in half, while all the others are folded with 4 more on one side. Attach the cords to the whip the same way as before. To make a 12-thread braid, take two upper right cords around the back
of the whip, above the two upper cords on the left, under the middle two cords, above the bottom to the strings. Then work the cords back to the right. Repeat the process, but starting on the left side. Continue this pattern until you run out of you to reach the transition between the handle and the whip. Once you get to the transition, take the top of the left cord
around the back of the whip and between the cords on the right, with three on each side. Then go through the bottom three cords and back to the left. Continue this pattern until you run out of your 20' length cord. Turn the other threads as they run out into the whip core, as it has done before. If you have the odd number of cords on one side, always slit the
cords so there is another one on top than at the bottom. When you get to the end you have to have four braids. Leave at least 1 1/2 strands. The last part is to make the tip of the whip, called a drop, which creates a crackling sound. You'll need a 4' paracord that's gutted. Make a small corner incision at one end of the cord. Use a lighter to sow the top of the
cord. Then put the paracord needle on the end you just cut. Fold the paracord in half, and use a paracord needle to thread the cord into yourself towards the other end of the cord. Work right up until the end of the paracord until the needle comes out. Pull the needle until there is a 1/2 paracord until the end. There should be a noose at the other end. Take the
knife and cut about 1 on the inside of the paracord end. Not from the end attached to the needle. Melt the end to keep the cords in place. Open the loop at the end of the fall and place it on the tip of the whip 1/2 over the ends of the last belly. Pour the drop according to the core of the whip. Then take the top left cord around the back of the whip and back
through yourself on the left side and pull around the back. Do the same with the remaining left cord. Then repeat the process with the right cords. Pull the cord falling down so that it fits snugly to the braid. Using pliers, pull on each individual thread to make everything super tight. Cut the remaining strands, except for the drop, to about 1 and the main strand to
3/4. Melt the heart thread and press it towards the end. Melt the remaining ends to prevent the fight. Wrap the end of the handle where it starts to narrow with a few wraps of electrical tape. Make it very tight. Using a saw to cut the end of the handle just below the electrical tape. Wrap the electric tape at the end of the handle where you just cut, and a few more
wraps around the end. It's finally over! Done! how to make a paracord bullwhip pdf
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